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Abstract: Dam and reservoir systems (DRSs) are crucial aspects of the infrastructure necessary for
reliable water resource management. Nowadays, DRSs are being increasingly affected by numerous
natural and anthropogenic impacts (aging and outdated infrastructure, climate change, natural
hazards, global crises, etc.). Hence, additional pressure on DRS management is being applied as
DRSs must be operated in adverse operating conditions, outside of their design envelopes. Since
there is no practical way to redesign DRSs to meet all possible adverse conditions, efficient simulation
tools are necessary for various “what-if” analyses. A system dynamics (SD) approach can be used, as
it has shown the capacity to comprehend the intrinsic system complexity. In this paper, an 11-step
framework for the dynamic modelling of reduced functionality in a DRS and the emulation of the
system operation in adverse conditions is proposed. The framework covers the system model design,
input scenario generation, system simulation, and performance evaluation steps. A focus is placed
on the steps related to system decomposition, the identification of failure-indicative parameters, the
definition and implementation of failure functions in the subsystem dynamic models, and dynamic
failure modelling. Through these steps, a novel procedure is proposed for the dynamic modelling
of the DRS subsystems’ failures (reduced functionality), common in the operation of DRSs under
adverse conditions. For each subsystem prone to failure, failure-indicative parameters are identified.
Failure functions employing generic functionality indicators, with values spanning from 0 to 1, are
suggested to modify the values of the failure-indicative parameters in simulations and emulate the
component failure impacts on DRS operation. Possibilities for modelling failure modes for different
subsystems, varying in nature, duration, and magnitude are discussed. Potential physical damage
to the system components, increases in measurement uncertainty, and the lack of the spare parts
during periods of global crisis are applied as disturbances to the Pirot DRS case study to illustrate the
possibilities of the suggested framework’s application for DRS failure modelling. It was concluded
that the proposed framework allowed for the detection of severe impacts on system performance,
emphasizing the need for DRS dynamic failure modelling in system analysis.

Keywords: reservoir systems; dam safety; system dynamic; water resource allocation; hydropower;
failure modelling

1. Introduction

Dam and reservoir systems (DRSs) are critical elements of hydraulic-control infras-
tructure [1] used for water retention and conveyance for the purposes of hydropower
generation, irrigation, water supply, water quality control, recreation, and flood protection.
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Since these systems allow for the spatial and temporal redistribution of water resources,
they provide a major contribution to the development of the local and regional economy
and well-being. Nowadays, the lack of water resource availability is forcing society to
consider approaches to utilizing remaining, marginal water resources, with the emphasis
being shifted from the supply towards the demand side of the balance equation [2].

The safety of DRSs is of paramount importance to asset owners, stakeholders, and local
populations, as dam failures and dam safety incidents can lead to catastrophic events [3].
Furthermore, possible dysfunctionalities in the DRS related to the partial/temporary failure
of some of the DRS components or DRS intended functionality, (e.g., the failure to deliver
the required hydropower), can significantly affect the industrial and municipal sectors [4].

The term “dam failure” is defined by FEMA [5] as the sudden rapid and uncontrolled
release of impounded water or liquid-borne solids, while lesser dam failures are recognized
as any malfunction or abnormality outside the design assumptions and parameters that
adversely affect a dam’s primary function of impounding water. It has been shown that
existing dams have been exposed in last decade or two to increasing failure risks [6–9].
The risks stem mainly from aging, outdated infrastructure not meeting modern design
standards and ever-changing climate conditions, which have not been addressed properly
in design and management processes. Here, the focus is on the operation of the DRS in
adverse conditions, where dam failure (e.g., dam breach) is not occurring, but the system’s
intended functionality is challenged by an endogenous or exogenous disturbance. To allow
for the mitigation or even elimination of the potential losses in these cases (life, economic,
environmental), it is important for asset owners to have a good understanding of how these
systems will function under all potential operating conditions [1,3,10–12].

In general, DRS adverse operating conditions can be induced by a wide variety and
combination of events, including natural disturbances (e.g., earthquakes), out-of-range
or unidentified inflows, component failures, operational mistakes, human error, design
and construction flaws, etc. While the topic of dam failure has been extensively analyzed
in the literature (e.g., [13–18]), dynamic failure modelling, with an analysis of system
operational failures and impacts on the economy and the environment, has received
less attention [19–21]. Identifying, fully describing, and evaluating site-specific potential
failure modes are arguably the most important steps in conducting a risk analysis [5–22].
The dam industry has commonly used some of following methods [13,23,24]: Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Event Tree Analysis (ETA),
and Partitioning Multiobjective Risk Method (PMRM). However, certain drawbacks have
been attributed to these methods, such as their limited ability to deal with component
interactions, multi-incident events, and nonlinear system behavior [3,13,25–28]. Komey [29]
points out that these methods may be too simplified for the analysis of DRSs characterized
by high levels of complexity and strong interactions between humans, infrastructure, and
the environment.

An attempt to overcome the stated shortcomings, by pursuing the systems approach in the
assessment of DRS operation and safety, has been proposed by several researchers [25,29,30].
To analyze the response of these highly complex systems, with a large number of interacting
physical and nonphysical components, system dynamic (SD) models can be used [20,31–34].
SD models are used to simulate or mimic real-time DRS operation in “what-if” scenarios.
They allow for the variation of input parameters, system structure and layout, boundaries,
and initial conditions. They can also facilitate multimodel simulations, hence providing a
valuable tool for the detailed analysis of the full range of the potential operating conditions.
An important aspect in the system operation analysis is failure modelling, where single
or multiple system components (or subsystems) are affected by a particular disturbance
and have reduced functionality for a finite time period (needed to detect failure, procure
material, or repair the affected components). To allow for the full utilization of the SD
models in the analysis of the system response in various operating scenarios (inputs), both
component functionality (capacity) reduction and the nonlinear components interaction
need to be adequately captured. In the [20], a detailed description of site-specific failure
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modeling and component interaction is given for the analyzed case studies. However, the
representation is limited to a certain level of SD model details and to a fixed, daily temporal
resolution. A general and more flexible approach, governed by a framework consisting of
11 steps, is suggested here. This framework introduces the steps covering the decomposition
of the system into mathematically represented subsystems, failure-indicative parameter
identification, and failure function definition and implementation, to allow for the dynamic
failure modelling of the DRS subsystems and components. To instigate the failures of
the DRS components, the use of failure functions with a generic functionality indicator,
as a function variable spanning from 0 to 1, is proposed. Depending on the available
information regarding the system component characteristics, data monitoring, operating
rules, and failure history, as well as the goal of the analysis, the user can define multiple,
separate SD models of the same DRS, or a part of it, with differing levels of details. The
framework suggested here can be applied to any level of modelling detail, in which crucial
system components can be defined and mathematically represented, where the increase
in model details will lead to a more accurate representation of the system behavior and
improved failure modelling capabilities (and a higher computational burden).

The paper is structured in the following manner: first, in the Materials and Meth-
ods section, an overview of the proposed framework is presented. Second, the system
model design block is discussed, with a particular emphasis on the novel aspects of the
identification of failure-indicative parameters and the component failure implementation
through failure functions. Afterwards, the generation of the input scenarios is analyzed,
followed by a brief elaboration of the possible methods for conducting system performance
evaluations. The Materials and Methods section closes with a presentation of the case study
on the Pirot DRS. In the Results section, a sample design for the relatively simple Pirot DRS
dynamic model and input disturbance scenarios is given, followed by a brief analysis of the
Pirot DRS’s behavior in chosen adverse conditions. The effects of the disturbances on the
DRS’s intended functionalities are highlighted to illustrate the advantage of the proposed
framework and the need for the dynamic failure modelling. Finally, a discussion of the
results is provided, and general conclusions are derived.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Framework Overview

A system dynamics (SD) approach has proven to be a helpful concept for long-term
DRS operation simulation and analysis. To assess a system’s performance in different
undesired scenarios and its capability to recover or bounce back after a disturbance event
(e.g., resilience), a system component failure model must be embedded in a SD model. Even
though there is research addressing this issue [20,21,31,34], there is still a necessity for a sys-
tematic, generic procedure. Therefore, in this paper, a generic, straight-forward framework
for modelling DRS failure dynamics, with a great degree of flexibility, is proposed. The
framework defines 11 steps (Figure 1). Steps 1–6 cover the system model design: (1) System
decomposition into the subsystems where crucial components and processes must be iden-
tified; (2) Subsystems interdependence linking, where input/output for each subsystem
must be assigned; (3) Subsystems’ mathematical representation, where the transformation
of the inputs to the outputs must be emulated using equations (e.g., balance equation,
dynamic equation) of appropriate complexity; (4) Definition of the system operating rules,
describing how the monitored information is used to make operating decisions (e.g., the
relations between the process and control variables); (5) Failure-indicative parameter iden-
tification, where variables indicating the reduced functionality of each subsystem prone
to failure must be detected; and (6) Failure function definition and implementation in a
mathematical model where the relation (failure function) between the failure-indicative
parameter and a generic functionality indicator is defined, through which the functionality
indicator can affect the value of the failure-indicative parameter and emulate the subsys-
tems’ reduced functionality (partial failure). It is assumed that the used SD models have
at least a minimal level of detail needed for the execution of Steps 1–6. Over-simplified
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and fully stochastic models cannot be used, as they will fall short in the definition of the
nonlinear component interaction.
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Figure 1. Schematic framework overview.

Steps 7–9 cover the input scenario generation: (7) Hydrologic modelling of the wa-
tershed and the long inflow time-series generation or inflow forecasting; (8) Definition of
external demands and characteristic control trigger values (e.g., maximum and minimum
reservoir levels for power production); (9) Disturbance (failure) scenario generation, where
a wide range of operating scenarios is generated, including a single or a combination of
system disturbances, varying in magnitude and time, and affecting the system performance,
are generated. SD modelling (10) is next, where a simulation model is used to emulate
system behavior under different input scenarios. Using the output results from Step 10,
system performance evaluation should be conducted (Step 11). Based on the performance
evaluation, SD model modifications can be performed, for example to investigate the effects
of the increase in the external demands, or to analyze the behavior of the upgraded DRS
with new or modified system components and operating rules. If structural modifications
are needed, all the previous procedure steps should be revisited so as to adequately imple-
ment the modification in the existing model (e.g., a new subsystem means new links, a new
mathematical model, new failure-indicative parameters, etc.). Even though the same set
of disturbances must be used to evaluate structural modifications in the SD model, input
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scenario generation (Steps 7–9) should be performed again (e.g., new failure-indicative
parameters need to be incorporated into the scenarios). Otherwise, experimentation with
external demands and tuning the control parameters of the existing SD model, for per-
formance optimization, or increasing the number and type of the disturbance scenarios,
require repeating only the later corresponding steps in the input-scenario block (7–11).

Descriptions of the framework steps are given in the following sections and are
supplemented with illustrations and mathematical examples of the step implementation in
the dam and reservoir SD models. However, since there is a very large number of possible
ways that DRS dynamic models can be devised and structured, depending on the modelling
strategy and the type of reservoir system, this paper cannot cover all the aspects which are
deemed important in the modelling process. Examples used here are mostly correlated to
hydraulic operation and system maintenance, while complementing mechanical, power,
and environmental aspects are given somewhat less attention.

2.2. System Model Design

When SD modelling is used to assess a system’s performance for different hydrological
and failure scenarios, appropriate conceptual and mathematical representations of each
subsystem function, should be defined.

First, system decomposition is conducted (Figure 2), where the key system subsystems
(Step 1), and corresponding interdependencies are identified (Step 2). Subsystems are
used to describe a process or a transformation of internal and/or external inputs into
outputs within the system (here, a DRS). A subsystem can correspond to a particular
physical component/object within the system, but it can also serve to describe a certain
process of interest, e.g., evaporation. For each subsystem, appropriate mathematical
representation must be defined to represent subsystem dynamics (Step 3). Mathematical
representation complexity depends on the desired levels of detail, simulation goals, time-
step, and duration (time scale) of the simulation. Mathematical representations of each
subsystem can be described using generalized Equation (1):

sdout
i = subsystemDynamics

(
sdinp

ij , pk

)
(1)

where sdout
i represents subsystem output obtained using the subsystemDynamics model—

which models the relationship between subsystem outputs and a number of inputs. The
subsystemDynamics for a subsystem i will transform the inputs sdinp

ij from other subsys-
tems (j = 1,...,N; N—number of interconnected subsystems) into a certain output sdout

i .

The way that subsystem i transforms sdinp
ij into sdout

i is governed by the model structure
(mathematically, it can be deemed a product of binary functions and other mathematical
expressions) and model/equation parameters pk (k = 1,...,M; M—number of parameters).

Different subsystem dynamic modelling strategies can be used, varying in detail level
and conceptualization approach. It should be stressed that the focus here is placed on the
modelling of the subsystem’s, or component’s, reduced functionality during failure—therefore,
when defining the appropriate modelling strategy for a particular subsystem, the mathematical
representation should allow for such analysis. The Boolean or binary states of subsystems and
subsystem components (e.g., spillway gate hoist is functional/nonfunctional—hence spillway
overflow is QS or equal to 0) must be complemented with the range of operating states
“in-between”, where the subsystem still performs the input transformation although with
a reduced functionality (e.g., spillway gate hoist is blocked—leaving gate in the partially
open position and/or with a reduced range of opening).
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For the analysis of the reduced functionality of the system components, governing
water resource allocation, appropriate subsystems of the DRS model should be used to
simulate the hydraulic transformation of the system inputs into the outputs. In general,
the most common equations for hydraulic modelling are the mass-balance equation and
some approximation of a dynamic equation (momentum conservation law). For example,
subsystems with storage capacity (e.g., reservoir, tanks) should be represented using the
mass-balance equation (Equation (2)) to calculate water volume changes in a reservoir or
tank. The water level in storage subsystems can be evaluated using a stage-storage curve
(Equation (3)). Subsystems used for water transport (e.g., power tunnel, penstock, pipeline,
open channel) should be represented using a form of dynamic equation (Equation (4)).
When spillways with confined flow under gates are considered, an appropriate under-
flow/orifice equation can be used (Equation (5)). Additionally, seepage flow through
the dam body or grout curtain also affects reservoir mass-balance and, for example, can
be represented in a simplified exponential form (Equation (6)). Reservoir discharge is
routed downstream through the river. Depending upon the level of complexity that is
required, a river subsystem can be represented using a simulation model based on the
Saint-Venant equations (for more complex analysis) or by using rating curve(s) to evaluate
stage hydrographs at downstream control points.

Vi(t + ∆t) = Vi(t) + ∆t·
(
∑ Qin − ∑ Qout

)
(2)

Zi(t + ∆t) = Z(Vi(t + ∆t)) (3)

Qij = sgn
(
Zi − Zj

)
·

√
g·π2·D5·

∣∣Zi − Zj
∣∣

8·λ·L (4)

Qs = CQ·e·B·
√

2·g·(Zres − Zs) (5)

Qseepage = K·Zx
res (6)

In Equations (2)–(6), the following variables are introduced:

V(t) [m3]—current water volume in storage element (e.g., reservoir, tank) at time t;
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Z(t) [m]—water level in storage element (e.g., reservoir, tank) at time t;
∆t [s]—simulation time-step;
Qin [m3/s]—all the inflows for specific subsystem;
Qout [m3/s]—all the outflows from specific subsystem;
Qij [m3/s]—flow in a pressurized pipeline between two storage elements;
QS [m3/s]—spillway underflow;
Qseepage [m3/s]—seepage flow;
g [m/s2]—acceleration due to gravity;
D [m]—pipeline diameter;
λ [/]—Darcy–Weisbach friction coefficient;
L [m]—pipeline length;
CQ [/]—orifice coefficient;
B [m]—crest length (spillway gate width);
e [m]—spillway gate opening height;
Zres [m]—reservoir water level;
ZS [m]—spillway level;
K—seepage coefficient;
x—seepage exponent.

Along with storage and transport elements, the SD modelling approach allows for
the modelling of the operation, and the malfunction, of the DRS monitoring system. A
number of hydraulic, mechanical, and electric control variables are typically monitored in
real-time operation, providing the information needed for the operation of the reservoir
system. However, in adverse operating conditions, the monitoring system failure, including
the sudden or creeping increase of measurement uncertainty, can severely affect control
decisions, hence leading to reductions in system functionality. An example of the modelling
of the failure-indicative water-level monitoring system is given in Equation (7):

Zsensor,i = Zi + ∆Znoise + ∆Zdri f t (7)

Here, Zsensor,i represents the sensor reading of a reservoir i water level, used for making
operating decisions. This value can differ from the real value Zi, both due to sensor noise
∆Znoise (statistical uncertainty), and/or zero drift error ∆Zdri f t (systematic uncertainty).
Depending on the time-step used in the simulation, the magnitudes of the ∆Znoise and
∆Zdri f t will vary, where, for example, on the hourly and daily basis the ∆Znoise should be
negligible (as typically the output from the level sensors is damped on a minute scale—
suppressing the noise effects), while on the second and minute time-steps, the induced
measurement uncertainty can be more important.

An important part of the SD model is also a control subsystem which governs the
system’s operational action through changes in states of the actuators. Prior identification
of the process and control variables in the mathematical model is needed to enable the
implementation of the appropriate control functions in the SD model. For example, when
spillway underflow is controlled by spillway gates, reservoir water level Z is considered as
a process variable, and it should be used as an input to the modelling block which emulates
actuators. Spillway gate opening height e is the actuator’s output (control variable) in the
SD model. The gate operating rule governs the change of the control variable e as a function
of the process variable Z, where the characteristic trigger values of process variable Z are
deemed as control parameters. The system operating rules define how the system will
function in respect to the available monitored data (which can be biased, as shown above
in Equation (7)). At the system model design stage of the framework (Step 4), operational
logic is incorporated in the model (control subsystem), while later in the input scenario
generation, control parameters are defined. Control parameters, e.g., the trigger values, can
be tuned and optimized; hence it is deemed that these values should complement the input
scenario data.
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The SD model should be supplemented with the maintenance subsystem, which can
model the maintenance activities (inspections, repairs, and preventive maintenance). For
different subsystems and varying modes of failure/activities and magnitudes, repair time
tr,i can be defined, during which the subsystem i will be out of function, and after which it
will be restored to its full functionality. The repair of a component after a disturbance can be
initiated if the failure is located, classified, and all the necessary material is available on site;
otherwise, a procurement time tproc,i needs to elapse. The sum of the tproc,i and tr,i define the
failure duration. If the partial failure occurs, the subsystem or a component should operate
to some degree despite the failure. Additionally, the deterioration of the components due
to age can be modelled, allowing for long-term forecasting of the DRS’s operability and
functionality. Even the inspection and maintenance scheme can be integrated into the
model through this unit where, in regular time periods, certain system components will be
out of function due to inspection and/or preventive maintenance activities.

2.2.1. Identification of Failure-Indicative Parameters

When a system has been decomposed and the appropriate subsystem dynamics
models have been applied, the next step (5) is to detect failure-indicative parameters
in each subsystem model. The failure-indicative parameters should clearly reflect the
partial failure of the subsystem in the simulations. They can be physical attributes of the
subsystem (e.g., friction factor) or attributes of the potential outcomes (e.g., sensor drift,
leakage magnitude), in which case, an expert engineering analysis is needed to estimate
the value of a potential outcome magnitude. The change in failure-indicative parameter
value simulates the reduced functionality, or an effect of the disturbance on the appropriate
subsystem component. This means that characteristic quantitative parameters need to be
identified, suitable for representing the disturbance effects on the DRS’s operation in the SD
simulations, and thus supporting the decision-making process in the DRS management. It
is important to stress that disturbances that can affect the system operation vary in nature,
origin (endogenous and exogenous), etc., hence leading to a plethora of effects, including
physical damage to the system components, increases in monitoring system measurement
uncertainties, failures in grid power, reduced accessibility to the site, reduced availability
of spare parts, etc. An example overview of some of the most common DRS components,
accompanied by governing equation(s) (if applicable) and identified corresponding failure-
indicative parameters, is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Common subsystems in DRSs with examples of failure-indicative parameters.

Subsystem Mathematical
Representation

Failure-Indicative
Parameter(s)

Embankment Equation (6) Seepage coefficient K

Spillway (underflow) Equation (5)
Spillway opening width B

and/or spillway gate opening
height e

Power tunnel, penstock Equation (4) Diameter D and/or friction
coefficient λ

Power tunnel, penstock
(leakage) Qout,HPP = QHPP + Qleak. Leakage outflow Qleak.

HPP (powerhouse) Equation (2) Turbine flow QHPP

Water-level sensor Equation (7) Noise ∆Znoise
and/or zero drift error ∆Zdri f t

Maintenance unit / Procurement time tproc
and/or repair time tr

To represent the failure mode in the embankment and body of the dam, induced by a
physical disturbance, such as an earthquake, and resulting in the decrease of the reservoir-
water-impounding functionality (increase in the seepage flow), seepage coefficient K can be
used as a failure-indicative parameter. The spillway subsystem, can similarly be affected
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by a physical disturbance, leading to different failure modes. For example, the malfunction
of the gate hoist on one of the spillway gates can leave the spillway gate closed; hence, the
spillway opening length B can be used as a failure-indicative parameter in Equation (5) to
represent the resulting capacity reduction. The gate hoist can also be blocked, leaving the
gate partially open, in which case the corresponding failure-indicative parameter should be
e, also in Equation (5). When considering the physical damage, or deterioration/increase
of the material roughness, in the power tunnel or turbine penstocks, failure-indicative
parameters can be the conduit diameter D, or the friction coefficient λ. Physical damage
to the tunnel, penstock, or penstock and main inlet valves can result in the evolution
of material ruptures, leading to an increase in leakage (Qleak.). Even turbine flow QHPP
can be used as the failure-indicative parameter, to model the reduced turbine capacity.
Monitoring system noise and zero-drift errors, as ∆Znoise and ∆Zdri f t in Equation (7) are
also applicable as failure-indicative parameters. When external, nonphysical disturbances
occur, such as the recent global crisis induced by the COVID-19 pandemic or economic and
conventional wars, the markets and transport infrastructure capacities are reduced; hence,
the operation (and maintenance) of the DRS can be affected. Failure-indicative parameters
used for modelling these effects can be the procurement and repair times, tproc and tr, for the
subsystem components. It is worthwhile to emphasize that failure-indicative parameters
should be identified using the professional experience from the literature, coupled with
undertaking expert elicitation by DRS managers and operators.

2.2.2. Failure Function Definition and Implementation in the Mathematical Model

The previous step enables the detection of the failure-indicative subsystem parameters.
The next step (6) requires an approach to implementing partial failure modes into the
subsystem dynamics equation. When multiple failure scenarios must be analyzed, with
disturbances varying in nature and effects, a generic procedure for failure modelling is
required. Here, the use of failure function f (α) is proposed where, through f (α), the values
of failure-indicative parameters are modified. Furthermore, this research proposes a generic
functionality indicator α [/], as a failure function variable. This indicator has values in the
range 0–1 (Equation (8)):

α =


1, subsystem in usual operation − full functionality

0 < α < 1, subsystem is in failure mode − partial functionality
0 subsystem is in failure mode − non functional

 (8)

The suggested approach allows versatility in the modelling of various partial failures
for each subsystem. In a general sense, the implementation of the failure function with the
functionality indicator α reflects on the modification of the model used to represent the
subsystem dynamics:

sdout
i = subsystemDynamics

(
sdinp

ij , f (αk)·pk

)
(9)

where f (αk) represents a failure function with functionality indicator as a variable (index
k denotes functionality indicator for k-th failure-indicative parameter). If possible, it is
preferable to define f (αk) as a simple function, which will allow for an understandable
physical interpretation and implementation. In the simulations, αk can change in time to
reflect the actual state of the subsystem component, e.g., after disturbances and during
the failure period (reduced performance during the disturbance and procurement time
tproc) or activities, such as maintenance and repair (repair time tr). Figure 3 illustrates a
hypothetical time-series of the functionality indicators α, with different element behavior
after disturbance and with or without repair time tr (e.g., water-level sensor tr = 0).
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Figure 3. Example functionality indicator α time-series, representing generic failures in three elements
due to the two disturbances.

Again, examples can be used to illustrate the integration of the failure function f (αk)
in the subsystem dynamics models. Material deterioration due to age/exploitation in the
power tunnel and penstock will result in the increase in roughness. The corresponding
failure function can be 1/αλ; hence, this failure can be modelled as a ratio of the design
roughness coefficient λ and functionality indicator αλ (Equation (10)). A spillway gate
outage can be modeled by multiplying the opening width B with αB, or e (emax) with αe
(Equation (11)) (failure function f (αk) = αk). The failure of the impounding function of the
reservoir, through the increased embankment seepage flow, can be expressed with a ratio
of seepage coefficient K and αK (Equation (12)). To model the varying failure modes for the
water-level monitoring system, the failure-indicative parameter ∆Znoise should be combined
with rational f (αnoise) = 1/αnoise, while the parameter ∆Zdri f t should be multiplied by

failure function f
(

αdri f t

)
=1−αdri f t (Equation (13)). Particularly interesting for long-term

simulations of reservoir operation in adverse conditions are the nonphysical disturbances
affecting the maintenance program. The resulting effects can be represented with the
rational functions f

(
αproc

)
= 1/αproc and f (αr) = 1/αr used to increase procurement and

repair times, respectively.

Qij = sgn
(
Zi − Zj

)
·

√
g·π2·(αD·D)5·

∣∣Zi − Zj
∣∣

8·(λ/αλ)·L
(10)

Qs = CQ·αe·e·αB·B·
√

2·g·(Zres − Zs) (11)

Qseepage =
K
αK

·Zx
res (12)

Zsensor,i = Zi +
∆Znoise
αnoise

+
(

1 − αdri f t

)
∆Zdri f t (13)

Again, the list of examples can be exhaustive, depending on the SD modelling ap-
proach and concerning the varying aspects of the system operation (power, mechanical,
environmental, sediment control, etc.). It should be highlighted that, for each analyzed
disturbance or potential combination, the modeler should define which subsystems (and
respective functionality indicators) will be affected, and how they will be affected (the
failure function) on the basis of the previously conducted expert analysis.

2.3. Input Scenario Generation

To simulate both short-term and long-term DRS behavior in a wide range of operating
scenarios, adequate input scenarios need to be defined. Three key steps are identified and
shown in Figure 1. Step 7, hydrologic modelling and inflow time-series generation should
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reflect the current state of the watershed hydrology, as well as expected (or “feared”) future
scenarios, with increased intensities and frequency in wet (floods) and dry (droughts)
periods. Common steps in this process include the analysis of the historically observed
data, use of weather generators (if needed to supplement the observed data), hydrological
model calibration and verification to define the specific rainfall-runoff correlation, and,
finally, generation of the long-term inflow series [34].

In Step 8, external demands and control parameters need to be defined. External
demands are related to the intended functionalities of the DRS and carry the information
regarding the target goals for the DRS on various time-scales (e.g., power production;
drinking water extraction; irrigation, etc.) issued by external control agencies. Control
parameters, as a part of the system operating rules, are subject to optimization, where the
modeler can tune these parameters to maximize the functionality of the DRS. Hence, the
values of these parameters are deemed part of the information defining the input scenario.

Finally, Step 9, within the input-scenario-generation block, is dedicated to the distur-
bance (failure) scenario generation. Multiple aspects should be considered here: the nature
of disturbance, its magnitude, timing, duration, affected subsystems and subsystem compo-
nents, disturbance probability, and disturbance superposition. Inherently, the generation of
the disturbance scenarios is a multidimensional problem, where an almost infinite search
space is available when varying the above-mentioned parameters. In [3] a combinatorial
procedure is suggested, supplemented by a Monte Carlo parameterization, to cover a wide
range of possible operating conditions. Even though this approach enables the assessment
of the DRS’s performance under numerous failure scenarios, it requires exhaustive work in
creating failure-scenario combinations. Additionally, it only provides information on how
the failure will affect the system’s functionality when it happens, neglecting the probability
of the disturbance’s occurrence which would lead to this failure. When there is a necessity
for better insight into the DRS’s behavior, a more realistic failure generator should be used
as a supplement. In this case, a causal approach, where each failure is caused by some dis-
turbance, and each disturbance is attributed with an occurrence probability, can be utilized.
This failure generation approach can result in a functionality indicator time-series which
can be easily implemented in the system dynamics model. This approach can provide
additional information (what caused the failure and how did the failure develop) and lead
to better control of the system. As this is deemed a very important subject which deserves
a thorough analysis, a separate investigation addressing the above-mentioned issues will
be the subject of forthcoming research.

2.4. System Performance Evaluation

Finally, Step 11 in the suggested framework is the assessment of the simulation
results and evaluation of the system performance. Depending on the analysis goals,
different methodologies can be used to evaluate and quantify the performance of the
reservoir system. Some common quantities are typically assessed as monthly/annual
energy production, lost water volume, water delivered for irrigation, water supply, etc.
Furthermore, hazard, vulnerability, and risk quantities can be used for this purpose. Lately,
the concept of resilience, first static and later dynamic, has emerged as the popular approach
for determining the capacity of a system to operate in adverse conditions and recover from a
disturbance [31,35,36]. For the assessment of a multipurpose DRS, multiparameter dynamic
resilience is deemed to be more suitable [34].

System performance improvement can be achieved through investments in the system
(including an increase of the system’s capacities, different water policies, monitoring
system coverage and accuracy, spare part availability, etc.) or through control-parameter
optimization (operating rules and optimization of the control parameters). To investigate
the effects of the above-mentioned actions, appropriate modifications in the SD model
should be made, after which the same (or expanded) set of input scenarios should be
simulated. It should be highlighted that, when structural modifications, or changes in the
nature of operating rules are planned, the whole suggested procedure framework should be
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revisited, (Steps 1–9; Figure 1) while the optimization of the water policy control parameters
exert only the adaptations in the input-scenario-generation block (7–9).

2.5. Case Study: Pirot DRS

The proposed framework for generic, explicit failure implementation into the SD
model is tested on the Pirot DRS. The Pirot DRS is located in the southeastern region of
Serbia, near the city of Pirot (Figure 4). It is a multipurpose reservoir system, currently
primarily used for hydropower production, flood protection at the Nišava and Visočica
Rivers, and secondarily for biological and sediment control at the watershed scale. The
Pirot DRS includes the following objects: the Zavoj Reservoir and dam with gated spillway
and bottom outflow, power tunnel, surge tank, penstock, hydropower plant (HPP), tailrace
(open channel for hydropower outflow), and compensation reservoir. The compensation
reservoir is located on the right bank of the Nišava River and is designed for outflow release
attenuation and to mitigate a water-level oscillation in the Nišava River. System and dam
objects are presented in more details in [21,34].
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An example SD model of the Pirot DRS is presented here to illustrate the procedure
for devising an SD model capable of the analysis of DRS operation in adverse conditions.
Depending on the time-scale and time-step in the simulations, the SD model can be sim-
plified or more detailed. Here, a simple model is devised for the analysis of the system
functionality in adverse operating conditions in respect to the hydropower production
and flood management. The performance of the Pirot reservoir system is analyzed for
a two-year period with an hourly simulation time-step. Thus, some of the subsystems’
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performance and hydraulic transformation cannot be represented (e.g., surge-tank-level
oscillations), as their performance can be modelled only when a higher time resolution is
used (smaller simulation time-step).

Adverse conditions are hypothetical (but plausible) combination of various distur-
bances, such as an earthquake, forest fire, creeping sensor drift error, and even a global
crisis event. These disturbances are randomly chosen and distributed over a two-year
period, affecting a number of system components, thus reducing their intended functional-
ity. For comparison purposes, a regular scenario is run without disturbances. The regular
and adverse set of scenarios are first executed on the basic model. To improve the DRS’s
performance and mitigate the disturbance impacts, a modification of the operating rules,
through the control subsystem, is analyzed. Furthermore, to investigate the effects of the
hypothetical Pirot DRS upgrade in terms of the construction and operation of the water
intake and pipeline for the drinking water extraction, the SD model is upgraded, and a new
subsystem is introduced. A complete list of examined scenarios is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Combination of examined scenarios and model variants.

Model Variants
Scenarios

(BM) Basic
Model

(MMOR) Model—Modified
Operating Rules

(MMORS) Model—Modified
Operating Rules and Structure

(RS) Regular Scenario—no disturbances BM-RS MMOR-RS MMORS-RS
(AS1) Adverse scenario

1—physical disturbances BM-AS1 MMOR-AS1 MMORS-AS1

(AS2) Adverse scenario 2—physical
disturbances + global crisis BM-AS2 MMOR-AS2 MMORS-AS2

For the sake of brevity, the system performance evaluation of the Pirot DRS case
study is restricted to the comparison of the common quantities, such as monthly energy
production and lost water volume (where lost water represents loss of the impounded
water from the Zavoj Reservoir due to seepage, leakage, and evaporation), water volume
deficits (start–end time), and the ability to deliver the requested power, biological outflow,
and even drinking water outflow (MMORS).

3. Results
3.1. Pirot DRS Model Design

First, the decomposition of the system (Step 1, Figure 1) is performed. Key subsystem
components, with appropriate interdependence links (Step 2), are presented in Figure 5.
The system is decomposed in one of the many possible ways, with subsystems describing
interactions of the physical system components with inputs, as well as the processes of
interest for the water mass balance. In general, the decomposition step is deemed as
a support for the conceptualization of the system, providing ground for the SD model
design. Here, for example, more complex subsystems (on higher hierarchical levels), such
as the Zavoj Reservoir, are represented by elements on lower hierarchical levels (simpler
subsystems) which correspond to processes of interest and model a certain input/output
transformation (Zavoj water-level sensors, spillway, biological outflow, infiltration, etc.).
Some subsystems (e.g., power tunnel) are shared between two bigger subsystems (e.g.,
Zavoj Reservoir and HPP). It is evident that these subsystems can be decomposed further
in lower hierarchical levels, with more details describing the ongoing process and causes, if
it is deemed necessary.

To allow for the analysis of the Pirot DRS hydropower generation and flood protection,
the mathematical representations of the subsystems, with a sufficient level of detail, are
devised in Step 3. The storage elements, such as the Zavoj Reservoir and the compensa-
tion reservoir, are represented with the balance equation (Equation (2)), the total outflow
towards HPP with Equation (3), the gated underflow with Equation (5), and the seepage
outflow with Equation (6), while two level-monitoring points, in the Zavoj Reservoir and
at the Nišava River, with Equation (7). Appropriate mathematical representation was used
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to calculate power tunnel and penstock head losses, needed to determine net turbine fall
and later turbine power and energy production in the powerhouse subsystem.
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tween subsystems.

The operation of the DRS is, in general, a complex process where many local process
variables are monitored, collected, and/or computed to support the decision-making
process and definition of the system’s operating actions. Here, the HPP operation, water
extraction (entering the power tunnel), and energy production (in the powerhouse), and
flow routing through the tailrace and compensation reservoir, are controlled with simple
operating rules (Step 4) integrated in the control subsystem. This subsystem is integrated at
the various points in the model and is designated to parse the external demands for power
generation (e.g., how much will the HPP operate during the day), and also to implement
how the system actuators will affect the control variables in respect to the appropriate
process variables. In the BM variant, the HPP will operate for the demanded number
of hours if the monitored water level in Zavoj Reservoir Zzavoj is above min Zzavoj,min
and below max Zzavoj,max value, and similarly, the water level at Nišava River ZNisava is
below the critical value ZNisava, f .d. determined in respect to the city of Pirot’s flood defense
program. However, in the MMOR and MMORS variants, a discrete, one-point hedging
policy is implemented, which allows for the decreasing of future severe shortages [37].
This hedging policy uses one parameter, S, which determines the storage value, below
which the delivered power will be scaled down in respect to the daily request. When
the storage value is above S, the full daily request is met. The implementation of the 1p
discrete hedging policy did not exert major modifications in the system-model-design block
although more complex rules probably would. HPP outflow is routed through the tailrace
QHPP,Nisava and compensation reservoir QHPP,comp, where the compensation reservoir
volume is used to attenuate the release in the Nišava River. Characteristic trigger values,
or control parameters, are an important part of the control subsystem (e.g., the minimum
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reservoir water level for HPP operation), which can be tuned to optimize the DRS’s system
performance. The definition of these parameters, along with the external demands, is a
part of the input-scenario-generation block.

The SD model was designed in the Vensim® environment [38] (Ventana systems, 2021,
Harvard, MA, USA). In Figure 6, the graph of the SD model is shown, where most of
the model elements are grouped in accordance with the corresponding subsystems, to
illustrate the relation to the previous conceptual system decomposition (Figure 5). The
above-mentioned mathematical expressions are integrated in appropriate model elements
and used in each time-step to calculate the changes in the state and operation of the system.
For example, the water balance in the Zavoj Reservoir, with inflow from the Visočica
River, and HPP, biological, overflow, seepage, evaporation, and forest fire outflows, can
mathematically be represented as shown in Equation (14):

Vt+∆t
zavoj = Vt

zavoj + ∆t·
(

Qt
visocica − Qt

out,HPP − Qt
bio − Qt

E − Qt
o f − Qt

in f − Qt
f f − Qt

wd

)
(14)

In Equation (14), Vt
zavoj·

(
Vt+∆t

zavoj

)
represents the Zavoj Reservoir water volume at time

t·(t+∆t), ∆t represents simulation time-step, Qt
f f is the firefighting water extraction (above

0 only when severe forest fire disturbance is occurring), while Qt
wd is the drinking water

extraction, used in the MMORS model variant. Reservoir water level Zt
zavoj is evaluated

using the stage-storage curve. However, at a lower hierarchy level, each of the reservoir
outputs is defined in a separate subsystem model, where the failure-indicative parameters
are detected (Step 5) and corresponding failure functions are integrated (Step 6). In total,
17 + 2 (added in MMORS) failure functions are introduced in the Pirot DRS dynamic model
as shown in Table 3, for most of the defined subsystems. (Some subsystems do not have
failure-indicative parameters.)

Table 3. List of the subsystems with identified failure-indicative parameters and examples of func-
tionality indicator implementation in the Pirot DRS SD model.

Subsystem Failure-Indicative
Parameter Failure Functions Failure Functions

Implementation
Adverse Scenario

1 (AS1)

Adverse
Scenario 2

(AS2)

Biological Qbio αsluice.gate f
(

αsluice.gate

)
·Qbio (E1) (E1)

Seepage k, Qseeepage 1/αK Equation (12) (E1, E2) (E1, E2)
Spillway B, Qspillway αB Equation (11) (E1, E2) (E1, E2)

Firefighting extraction Q f f 1 − α f f Equation (16) (FF1, FF2) (FF1, FF2)

Power tunnel
Dtun, HT αD,tun Equation (17)
λtun, HT 1/αλ,tun Equation (17)

Penstock
Dpen, HT αD,pen Equation (17) (E1) (E1)
λpen, HT 1/αλ,pen Equation (17) (E1, E2) (E1, E2)
Qpen.leak. 1 − αpen.leak. Equation (15) (E1, E2) (E1, E2)

Powerhouse
Qt

HPP αHPP Equation (15) (F) (F)
Pt

HPP αel.net. Equation (18) (E2) (E2)
Zavoj water-level

sensor
∆Znoise, Z 1/αZavoj,noise Equation (13)
∆Zdri f t, Z 1 − αZavoj,dri f t Equation (13) (WLSZD) (WLSZD)

Nišava water-level
sensor

∆ZHS,noise, Z 1/αHS,noise Equation (13)
∆ZHS,dri f t, Z 1 − αHS,dri f t Equation (13)

Maintenance unit
tproc,ik,(i− subsystem;

k-failure) 1/αproc f
(
αproc

)
·tproc (GMC)

tr,ik, (i− subsystem;
k-failure) 1/αr f (αr)·tr (GMC)

Water distribution
extraction

Qwd. αwd.gate. f
(

αt
wd.gate.

)
·Qwd * (E1, E2) * (E1, E2)

Qwd.leak. 1 − αwd.leak. f
(
αt

wd.leak.
)
·Qt

wd.leak. * (E1, E2) * (E1, E2)

* MMORS variant.
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Water transport towards the HPP is represented by reservoir outflow Qt
out,HPP, which

is modelled within an appropriate subsystem model. In each step, the value Qt
out,HPP is

calculated as:

Qt
out,HPP = HPP, OPt·αt

HPP·QHPP,capacity︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qt

HPP

+
(

1 − αt
pen.leak.

)
Qt

pen.leak. (15)

where HPP, OPt is a binary operator determining the command to operate or stand by,
αt

HPP is the functionality indicator used to demonstrate failure potential for turbine oper-
ation (e.g., one turbine is operational and the other is nonoperational due to main inlet
valve failure αt

HPP = 0.5), QHPP,capacity is the total HPP capacity, αt
pen.leak. is the penstock

leakage functionality indicator, and Qt
pen.leak. is the estimated maximum value of leakage

(e.g., failure-indicative parameter determined through the analysis of penstock material,
current state, hydraulic conditions, etc.). In the model presented here, only penstock leak-
age is considered (enveloping leakage at the penstock and main inlet valve) although power
tunnel leakage is also possible. Environmental outflow Qt

bio (and its failure potential related
to the sluice gate operation) is simulated similarly as in Equation (15), while the evaporation
Qt

E is modelled using an input temperature time-series [39]. Spillway underflow Qt
s is

represented with an underflow/orifice Equation (11), while seepage is represented as in
Equation (12). Fire-extinguishing outflow is added to simulate one of the effects of the
forest fire disturbance:

Qt
f f =

(
1 − α f f

)
·Q f f ,max (16)

where α f f is introduced to represent the magnitude of water extraction for fire-extinguishing,
and Q f f ,max is estimated to be 0.15 m3/s. Power generated by the turbines Pt

HPP at a specific
time is evaluated using the following equations:

Ht
T = Zt

zavoj − Zt
tr,HPP −

8· λtun
αt

λ,tun
·Ltun(

αt
D,tun·Dtun

)5
·π2

·Qt
out,HPP

2 −
8· λpen

αt
λ,pen

·Lpen(
αt

D,pen·Dpen

)5
·π2

·
Qt

out,HPP
2

2
(17)

Pt
HPP = αt

el.net.·ηT ·ρ·g·Qt
HPP·Ht

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pt

cap.HPP

(18)

where the Ht
T is the turbine net fall, Zt

tr,HPP is the water level at the tailrace, and the values
with subscript tun and pen are related to the power tunnel and penstock, respectively. The
Pt

HPP is generated power at the powerhouse, Pt
cap.HPP is the capacity for power generation

and αt
el.net. is the functionality indicator used to model the disconnection of the HPP from

the grid. Furthermore, two water-level monitoring systems are modelled as shown in
Equation (13), at the Zavoj Reservoir and at the Nišava River (HS Pirot), where both
monitored levels are used as process variables for the HPP operation control.

In the MMORS model variant, a new subsystem is included, representing the intake
and transport of drinking water. It is described as a part of the Zavoj Reservoir subsystem,
with a link to the storage reservoir (Figure 5). Two failure-indicative parameters are
identified, Qwd. and Qwd.leak., which can model the reduction of the transport capacity and
the increase of the water leakage within the transport infrastructure.

The maintenance subsystem in the used model variants serves solely to control the
procurement and repair times for the identified failure-indicative parameters, affected by
the disturbance scenarios. As will be shown in the next subsection, a global market crisis
disturbance in one of the examined scenarios (AS2) will increase the procurement times
(e.g., a failure-indicative parameter in maintenance subsystem) for mechanical spare parts,
which is modelled with the simple failure function f

(
αproc

)
, as shown in Table 3.
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3.2. Input Scenario Generation for Pirot DRS

The generation of the input scenarios covers three distinct steps, as defined in Figure 1:
Step 7: Hydrologic modelling and input time-series generation, Step 8: Definition of ex-
ternal demands and characteristic control parameters, and Step 9: Disturbance (failure)
scenario generation. As the focus of this paper is on the modelling of the system compo-
nents’ partial failure and various disturbance impacts, the scenarios analyzed here for the
presented Pirot DRS dynamic model utilize the same set of the hydrometeorological input
data throughout the simulations. Synthetic time series, based on the historical time-series
from several hydrological and meteorological stations, were determined for inflow from the
Visočica River into the Zavoj Reservoir Qt

visocica, flow in the Nišava River at the hydrological
station Pirot Qt

Nisava, and air temperature needed for evaporation modelling (Qt
E). More

details regarding this modelling step can be found in [34].
The DRS operation is controlled and synchronized with the wider energy production,

flood protection, environmental, and other management systems. In the simplified DRS
dynamic model used here, the external requests for power generation (Step 7) are parsed
through the Control subsystem. It is assumed that the external energy agency issues the
daily request in terms of the number of HPP operating hours (here a constant demand
of 10 operating hours during peak consumption is used), which may or may not be met,
depending on the monitored data from the Zavoj Reservoir Zzavoj and Nišava River ZNisava.
Control parameters, namely the characteristic trigger values Zzavoj,min, Zzavoj,max, ZNisava, f .d.,
and S are also defined here. The hedging policy parameter S is optimized to maximize the
energy production in the analyzed period.

Finally, the disturbance scenarios should be defined to complete the input scenario-
generation block (Step 9). It should be highlighted that endogenous and exogeneous
disturbances, such as earthquakes, material deterioration, etc., are defined within this
step. Out-of-design range inflows can also be exogenous disturbances for a DRS but
should be defined earlier in Step 6. The disturbances governed by Step 8 are represented
through functionality indicators α time-series for each previously defined failure-indicative
parameter and corresponding failure function. Naturally, the timing, magnitude, and
duration of the disturbance play an important role, particularly when they coincide with
extreme hydrological inputs. Here, the same set of inflows, as shown in Figure 6, was
used in all of the simulations, with an extreme hydrological event in the form of the high
inflow Qt

visocica occurring during the spring of the first year. Regarding disturbances, in
the RS scenario (Table 2), all the α time-series have a constant value of 1, indicating that
all the subsystems are in usual operation (Equation (10)). However, in the AS1 scenario,
randomly chosen additional disturbances are introduced: two subsequent earthquakes,
two forest fires, water-level sensor zero-drift (creeping drift up to 10 cm), and freezing at
the power tunnel intake. These disturbances were arbitrarily chosen to demonstrate the
implementation of the failure rates using the functionality indicator time-series It should
be mentioned that a more realistic failure generator should use expert knowledge, previous
events, and experience from similar objects, and finally envelop the probabilistic nature
of the events. In this research, the main focus is on failure rate implementation, while
disturbance event generation will be addressed in a separate investigation. Earthquakes
hypothetically damage the sluice gate (reducing the biological outflow), increasing seepage,
reducing the spillway capacity [21], damaging the penstock, and in the MMORS variant,
the water-supply intake. The forest fires result in an increase in the water extraction for the
firefighting, while freezing reduces the capacity of the power tunnel intake, leading to a
lower turbine flow capacity. Furthermore, the AS2 scenario considers the same set of distur-
bances with the addition of a global market crisis affecting the maintenance subsystem, i.e.,
the time needed for the procurement of spare parts used to repair the mechanical system
components (gates and turbines). Table 3 shows which of the functionality indicators have
changed values due to the additional disturbances in scenarios AS1 and AS2. The combined
input time-series defined in Steps 7–9 is illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7b,c presents the
functionality indicator time-series for AS1 and AS2, respectively, where the values of the in-
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dicators listed in Table 3 are varied during the time in respect to the modelled disturbances.
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3.3. System Performance in Adverse Operating Conditions

Following the simulation of the Pirot DRS’s behavior (for each model variant) in the
analyzed scenarios, a basic comparison can be performed. In the MMOR and MMORS
variant, a 1p discrete hedging policy was used, yielding improved water deficiency dis-
tribution over BM, as expected. The total energy production is roughly the same, as is
the total volume of the lost water (deviations up to 0.5%), but the water volume deficit
between the beginning and the end of the simulation is reduced by 45%. The monthly
values of generated energy and lost water are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Total
energy production decreases slightly with the introduction of the additional disturbances
in AS1 and AS2 (up to 0.7%), mainly due to the increase in the water losses (leakages). In
the months where the functionality of the HPP subsystems was reduced, such as after the
freezing and earthquake disturbance, the production was lower although the large storage
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capacity of the Zavoj Reservoir allowed for the redistribution of the HPP production after
the appropriate subsystems were repaired. However, the water loss increased significantly
in AS1 and AS2, up to 57.8% in MMORS where the additional Qwd.leak. component was in-
troduced. In absolute values, the increase of the water losses in the analyzed period was up
to 8.39 × 106 m3, which can be used to estimate the potential loss of the energy production
(if a median turbine net fail HT is used) of up to 4.69 GWh. Using the EU average price
of 0.219 €/kWh [40] this potential loss amounts to roughly ~1,000,000 €, highlighting the
importance of more accurate failure modeling in the DRS operation analysis.
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Figure 9. Water volume loss per month for each model variant and input scenario.

Disturbances primarily affect the capacity of the system to perform its intended
functionalities. Here, besides hydropower generation, three more functions of the system
are analyzed: the flood protection of the city of Pirot, the biological stability of the Visočica
River, and the drinking water supply. Throughout the simulation periods, the flood
protection function was unchallenged as the HPP did not stop operation due to the excessive
monitored water levels at HS Pirot (The contribution from the HPP to the Nišava River did
not coincide with any major inflow). However, the capacity of the system to provide the
biological (environmental) outflow needed for downstream natural habitats was reduced
for a certain period after the earthquakes (e.g., the blockage of the sluice gate and repair)
with a total undelivered water volume of 320,100 m3. Furthermore, in the MMORS variants,
the failure of the intake main valve led to a deficit in the drinking water supply of 482,400 m3.
The impact of the global market crisis simulated in the AS2 scenarios led to even higher
values of undelivered water volumes, 527,500 m3 and 949,000 m3, for biological outflow
and water supply, respectively. Here, the global market crisis tripled the procurement time
for the mechanical subsystem repair, emphasizing the need to consider the dynamics of the
spare part availability within the DRS’s management and operation.
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4. Discussion

To improve the understanding of DRS behavior in adverse operating conditions, a
framework for the SD modelling of the DRS’s reduced functionality is presented here.
The suggested framework identifies 11 steps, where Steps 1–6 cover the system-model-
design block, 7–9 the input-scenario-generation, 10 the modelling/simulation, and finally
Step 11, the evaluation of system performance. The system-model-design block considers
decomposition of the system into subsystems, where each subsystem models the dynamics
of the process or an input/output transformation with a level of detail tailored to the
modelling task. Hierarchical decomposition can be used, where the subsystems can be
further decomposed into lower-level subsystems, to capture all the necessary interactions
between the components. Here, an emphasis is placed on the novel steps considering the
identification of the failure-indicative parameters and the definition and implementation
of the failure functions in the subsystem dynamic models. Failure-indicative parameters
allow for the dynamic modelling of the reduced functionality of the DRS’s subsystems
and components, common for the DRS’s operation in the adverse conditions. Through
suggested failure functions with a generic functionality indicator as a variable, spanning
from 0 to 1, the values of the failure-indicative parameters are modified in simulations, to
emulate the component failure impacts on the DRS’s operation. Reduced functionality of
the component lasts throughout the disturbance and failure duration. Failure duration
envelops the procurement time (until the fault is detected and spare parts used for repair
are procured) and repair time, when functionality can drop to 0 if such activity is needed.
The input-scenario-generation block is composed of Step 7: Hydrological modelling, Step
8: Definition of the external demands and control parameters, and Step 9: Disturbance
scenario generation. These steps are discussed briefly, where the complexity of the pos-
sible disturbance scenarios and large number of disturbances and their combinations, is
emphasized. However, it is highlighted that, although the failure functions with generic
functionality indicator provide a modelling capability for a large range of potential failures,
some failures related to human aspects, such as operational mistakes and command-chain
problems, require additional attention and further improvements. The final steps, including
the DRS dynamic model simulations and system performance evaluation can lead to the
modification of the original model. When new subsystems are defined, or existing ones are
modified/upgraded, all of the framework steps should be revisited to check whether new
interdependency links can be defined, failure-indicative parameters identifieds, etc.

The Pirot DRS case study is used to illustrate the framework implementation in the SD
modelling process for a simple analysis of the DRS’s capacity to operate in the adverse op-
erating conditions. Used adverse scenarios (AS1 and AS2) encompass extreme hydrological
events and disturbances, such as earthquakes, freezing, sensor drift, forest fires, and global
market crises. Disturbances in AS1, through failure functions and functionality indicators,
affected failure-indicative parameters, such as the spillway opening, turbine capacity, pen-
stock leakage, water-level-measurement uncertainty, firefighting water extraction, etc. In
AS2, a global market crisis disturbance was added, leading to an increase in the mechanical
spare part procurement time, yielding longer periods of reduced functionality. The use
of the suggested framework allowed for the simulation of the scenarios, where some sub-
systems experienced moderate damage, but not complete failure, due to the disturbance
event. In the life cycle of DRS systems, these scenarios are relatively frequent; hence, they
should be analyzed in detail to provide a basis for impact mitigation. For the AS1 and AS2
scenarios, the analysis revealed that the disturbances lead to significant increases in water
loss. Furthermore, significant water volumes were not delivered for biological control
and water supply. It is shown that selected component failures and their combinations
can severely affect the capacity of the system to deliver its intended functionality, hence
highlighting the need for system behavior analysis in adverse operating conditions. These
results should supplement a holistic approach to the decision-making process and provide
stakeholders with additional valuable information.
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However, in the modelling process, inherent limitations concerning the use of human
expert knowledge in failure-scenario generation and failure-indicative parameter values
definition still present a challenge. Additional investigation is needed to address these
aspects. The proposed framework should be used to guide the system model design and
the generation of the input scenarios; however, it should be stressed that the framework
itself does not provide the modeler with the solution for the modelling problem at hand. To
devise a reliable SD model, it is of paramount importance that the experienced operators
of the DRS are engaged along with the management, stakeholders, and experts from the
different engineering, ecological, and sociological fields. Failure scenarios and the estimated
impact on the system, including the time needed to detect and procure the material for
repair, as well as the repair time, are essentially defined by human experts; hence, the
modeler should be aware of the uncertainties in their quantification and deal with them in
an adequate manner. This is deemed as the inherent drawback of the suggested systems
approach, which should be controlled by the modeler to the best of their knowledge.

5. Conclusions

A plethora of system performance analyses can be conducted with a reliable SD model
of the DRS. Clearly, DRSs are complex systems controlling various transformations and
processes, where different things can “go wrong,” leading to partial component failure and
the reduction of system functionality. This paper presents a generic, straight-forward frame-
work for the modelling and analyzing of DRSs’ reduced functionality in adverse operation
conditions. The suggested framework identifies 11 steps, where Steps 1–6 define the system-
model-design block, 7–9 the input scenario generation, 10 the modelling/simulation, and
finally Step 11 addresses the evaluation of the system’s performance. An attempt was made
to increase the SD modelling capability in adverse operating conditions where a DRS is
experiencing reduced functionality, by taking into consideration a DRS’s decomposition,
identification of failure-indicative parameters, and implementation of the failure functions
with generic functionality indicator spanning in range 0–1. The framework is tested on
the Pirot DRS case study, where a simple SD model capable of emulating a DRS’s reduced
functionality was devised, based on which, system performance in several operating sce-
narios, was compared. According to the results obtained in this research, the following
conclusions can be derived:

• A Complex DRS model can be decomposed into subsystems, where each subsystem
describes a certain process or input/output transformation and interaction with other
subsystems. Depending on the SD modelling goals, different forms of hierarchical
DRS decomposition can be applied with varying levels of detail;

• With the identification of the failure-indicative parameters, definition and implemen-
tation of failure functions using generic functionality indicator as a variable, a wide
variety of DRS disturbances, and respective disturbance and failure dynamics, can be
modelled (physical damage, increase of measurement uncertainty, procurement of the
spare parts, etc.);

• The flexibility of the proposed approach allows for the further development of the
failure functions and modes, which can be used in the DRS behavior analysis in
adverse operating conditions;

• The suggested framework can serve as guide for DRS SD model design, input-scenario
generation, performance simulation and posteriori model modifications. However, it
does not provide a solution for the modelling task;

• The dependability of SD modelling in respect to human expert knowledge remains a
challenge. The modeler should be able to quantify the uncertainties related to the quan-
tification of the failure-related parameters and control them in the modelling process.

Based on the results and previous conclusions, the suggested framework shows its
potential for the wide use of DRS performance assessments in adverse operating conditions.
However, the full application of this framework requires further investigation on input-
scenario generation. More realistically, a probabilistic failure generator is also needed
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for the better implementation of the link between various natural and anthropogenic
disturbances and DRS functionality in adverse operating conditions, which will be the
subject of forthcoming research.
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